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King Red™ Lentil
AGT Foods is proud to introduce the King Red™ Lentil, the biggest and
boldest lentil in the world. Available exclusively from AGT Foods as split
and football, the King Red is the largest red lentil in the market today. With
a size approximately 30% larger than traditional
the
red split lentils, the sharply tapered edges on the
King Red seed provide a clean split look ideal for
quality-conscious markets. The King Red’s extra
bold sizing and bright red colour after polishing
provide potential for market premiums and make
in the
the King Red stand above all others as the true
World
“king of red lentils”.

Biggest,
boldest

red split
Lentil

The King Red Lentil is a unique product in the global pulse industry,
creating new opportunities in bold red split lentil markets around the
world. Offered as Sortex split or football quality, the King Red Lentil is
packaged in a premium-quality 25 kilogram laminated polypropylene bag.
Premium quality shines through in all aspects of the King Red Lentil.
Contact AGT Foods for information and pricing on the King Red Lentil.
The King Red Lentil is offered exclusively by AGT Food and Ingredients
Inc. (TSX:AGT), one of the largest lentil and pea splitting companies in
the world. As a trusted source for value-added processing of pulses and
staple foods, we buy lentils, peas, beans and chickpeas from farmers
around our facilities located in the best pulse growing regions in Canada,
the United States, Turkey, Australia, China and South Africa and ship
them to over 100 countries around the globe. From our facilities in Turkey,
the Arbel Group, we produce staple foods such as Arbella Pasta, rice, and
milled wheat products, including bulgur and semolina. We also produce
a full range of PulsePlus™ food ingredients
through our subsidiary AGT Foods. We
create value for producers, quality products
for our customers and growth for our
shareholders.
Find AGT Food and Ingredients Inc. on the
TSX under the symbol AGT.

King Red™ Lentil

REGULAR RED
SPLIT LENTILS

KING RED
FOOTBALL LENTILS

KING RED
SPLIT LENTILS

SMALL RED
SPLIT LENTILS

Size comparison

AGT Foods Also Offers:
RED SPLIT LENTILS

FOOTBALL RED LENTILS

Canadian varieties of split King Red,
regular and small lentils.

Canadian varieties of de-husked
King Red, regular and small lentils.

Qualities include Sortex Quality,
0.5+0.5 Quality and 1+1 Quality.

Sortex Quality

Product may be purchased
unpolished or polished
with oil and/or water.

Product may be purchased
unpolished or polished with
oil and/or water.
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